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The elections are over and the balance of power has shifted in Washington, D.C. Significant
parts of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) have been implemented, but
major additional requirements are scheduled to take effect over the next few years. The
Republicans have vowed to repeal all or part of the law, and have even filed their own lawsuit
over it, but what parts of the law have the greatest possibility of actually changing? Meanwhile,
the Supreme Court has agreed to hear another case that could significantly affect applicability of
the law. At issue is whether premium tax credits are only permitted in states that are running
their own exchange – a significant issue, since only one-third of the states are running their own
exchanges. While no one knows what the Supreme Court will decide, how could this affect
businesses and individuals?
This webinar will cover what is happening in Washington, D.C., the possibility of changes, some
of the reasons behind the legislative agendas, and what employers can expect over the coming
months.

PRESENTER
Jessica Waltman – Senior Vice President of Government Affairs for the National Association of
Health Underwriters (NAHU)
Jessica coordinates all of NAHU’s legislative and regulatory efforts to advance the interests of
professional health insurance producers. She oversees NAHU’s analysis of state and federal policy
proposals and coordinates the association’s internal policy working groups and task forces. She serves as
the primary drafter of NAHU’s position statements and white papers and is a frequent speaker on state
and federal level legislative and regulatory issues that affect health insurance.

*************
Please feel free to watch/listen to this whenever it is convenient for you and your staff. It will be available
for you to view for the next 11 months. Your name and email are required for registration. There is no
cost however this webinar has been approved for one credit hour toward PHR, SPHR and GPHR
recertification through the HR Certification Institute. Once you have viewed the webinar, the last page
will provide details on receiving the credit hour.

